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Hi, I'm Stijn Goethals.

And this is my homepage! Here you can find all the info on my projects, work and school experiences.












Work

I'm currently working at Teal Partners where I develop web applications for wage calculation by using C#, Angular CLI and all the other new exciting web development stuff.

Learn more











Projects

In my spare time I’m an active member of local scouts group.
At the national level of Scouts & Gidsen Vlaanderen I’m an member of the workgroup computer science and the workgroup traditions.

Learn more











School

I graduated in 2017 cum laude as a Master in Industrial Engineering in Electronics-ICT with a specialisation in ICT at KU Leuven faculty of engineering De Nayer.

Learn more








Recent projects

I love to learn and discover new things! I like to do this by contributing to projects on GitHub or starting my own projects on the platform. I'm especially interested in declarative languages and have done some interesting project on this subject. Like building an learning platform for IDP3 for mine Master Thesis.
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Microsoft certified

Certified in Azure cloud technology, experienced in Azure Web Service (AWS) and Google Cloud Platform (GCP).

Learn more
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Back-end development

Creating complex web API's that are using the full potential of: C#, SQL, .Net, NHibernate, Entity Framework, Linq etc.

Learn more
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Front-end development

Powering the web by using the latest front-end technologies like: Angular, D3, JQuery, HTML5, CSS3, SignalR etc.

Learn more
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Award winning paper

The paper Automated Reasoning and Learning for Automated Payroll Management was written in collaboration with KU Leuven.

Read paper
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Angular 11 wrapper for jQuery select2

Open source project supported with ♥️.

Learn more
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Master Thesis

For my master thesis I developed an online learning platform for IDP.

Learn more
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CPECONFIG

A web application developed for Orange. That allows to generate router configuration files based on a user friendly web wizard.

Learn more
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Bachelor Thesis

A LED strip driver written in Assembly that has a USB, LCD and button interface. With build in timer and an alarm function.

Learn more
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Get in touch

Let me improve your world.

	Antwerp, Belgium
	+32497751595
	[email protected]
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